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a: i, however, am one of those people that love to learn new things, and consequently, you could say,
i've learned everything worth learning, and then some; and the reason why i like to learn new things is
simply because i can see the world from a different perspective, and it's amazing what a difference it

makes when you look at the world from a slightly different angle. although it's been said that there are
no free lunches, i still like to learn new things whenever i get a chance to, and i'm more than glad i

learned how to burn dreamcast images. a: is there any way to download dreamcast images? well, the
first thing that you should know is that the dreamcast is not a very popular system, so there isn't a whole

lot of sites that you can go to for downloading dreamcast images. if you're determined to be able to
download one, you need to make sure that it is a dreamcast image (cdr) not a cdj image. the reason why
this is so important, is because you can't use discjuggler to burn cdj images. the only way you could burn
a cdj image is to use dreammaker 2.3 version 1.x. dreammaker 2.x is not compatible with cdj images. to

burn a dreamcast image, it's possible to use cdi2nero to convert cdj images into nero compatible cd
images. you'll need to download cdi2nero, (http://www.padus.com/discjuggler/cdi2nero.htm), however,

you'll be more than happy to find that cdj images are not compatible with discjuggler, because they have
a similar format. there are two files that you'll have to burn, one is an image that contains the cd data,
and the other is a cdi file that contains the dreamcast audio. the cdi file will come in a format that only
discjuggler is capable of burning, and all you need to do to burn the cd is to download the cdi file, and

burn it using the cd burner.
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